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INVITATION
ICORN WRITERS meet at the Days of Poetry and Wine festival in Ptuj, Slovenia.
Naimeh Doustdar Sanaye (Iran, Malmø) and Ali Amar (Morocco, Ljubljana) will
speak about BEING A POET/WRITER IN EXILE on Friday, 23rd August at 11h in Ptuj
Cultural house muziKafe.
The conversation will be introduced by the ICORN presentation film and moderated
by Icorn coordinator Per Bergström from Malmø, Sweden.

About the festival:
In seventeen years, the Days of Poetry and Wine festival brought to Slovenia over 400 poets from all over
the world. In 2010 it found its domicile in Ptuj, where it continues the tradition of great evening readings
and concerts and meetings with poets, translators, musicians, actors, storytellers, performers and other
lovers of poetry, wine and warm summer evenings under the stars. If evenings are devoted especially to
poets and their verse read in a multitude of world languages, afternoons are filled with events for children
and opportunities for close encounters with poetic guests – either at
poetic breakfasts and round table discussions or at private readings
which take place on hidden and magical courtyards of Ptuj. Guest poets,
who will bring their verse in their native languages, will also bring new
bilingual booklets of poetry which in 2012 replaced festival collection.
Same as each year, the festival will come to life in the last days of
August, from 20th to 24th August 2013, when the windows of Ptuj fly
their banners with verse and when paved streets turn into poetry
meadows. Lines translated into Slovenian and English, the faces of poets who you have met or may still
meet in Ptuj, and other poetic fragments may be found throughout the year at the Festival
website www.stihoteka.com, which is turning into the largest Slovenian archive of contemporary poetry. .

